Curtain Wall or Permanent Wall?
THE BENEFITS OF BUYING AN INDUSTRIAL CURTAIN WALL
It’s the question we hear over and over again; “Why should I install a curtain instead of a regular permanent wall?
Although we have dozens of answers for the question, here are the top reasons:

Flexibility
Once a brick wall is up, it’s up. Curtains easily slide out of the way on a track and roller system when not needed.
Curtains are constructed in custom sizes up to 30’ wide. Then they connect to each other with Velcro, enabling the
user to cover an unlimited amount of width. This allows you to retract any or all wall sections to access the other
side, or to increase your work space. Also, if your facility layout changes, Shaver Curtain Walls can be relocated &
used elsewhere, very quickly and easily.

Space
Aside from the flexibility, curtains are also a lot thinner.
Typical brick walls are between 10” and 12” deep.
Shaver’s curtain walls are less than an 1/8” thick. The
mounting hardware is less than 11/2” wide and only
takes up a little space on your ceiling.

Installation
Installation of a Curtain Wall is easier, cleaning and faster
and does not require you to get any special permits. Solid
wall construction will generate a lot of dust, which can be
a hassle for some businesses and not acceptable for
others like food processing facilities.

Durability
When Shaver’s Curtain Walls are “bumped” with a forklift, pallet jack, etc. (or anything else), they will not be damaged.
Solid walls would be damaged and repairs can be very costly & time consuming.

Safety
When Shaver’s Curtain Walls are constructed with a clear middle window, allowing you to see through a wall
providing a safety feature. Should someone become injured or sick while working alone, they can be seen where
others can help them.

Price
Lastly, and maybe most importantly, Shaver’s Curtain Walls are nearly 1/3 the price of a permanent wall!
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